Healthy U Coordinator
Position
What is Healthy U?
Healthy U is a science driven, medically accurate, activity-filled Sexual
Integrity program for Junior and Senior High Students. We use the
Optimal Sexual Health approach which does include SRA (Sexual Risk
Avoidance) but also highlights the many benefits of delaying sexual
activity until marriage. The classes currently consist of 4 sessions. All
sessions dealing with medical topics (STDs and pregnancy) are taught
by our nurses whenever possible.
220 N Main Street
Medford, WI 54451
715-748-1235
director
@AbidingCareCenter.org

Please use the above contact
info if you are interested in
this position!
Thank you!!

The Position
We are looking for someone who is passionate about educating
students on the great benefits of waiting until marriage. This position
has several different duties:
Coordinating. Includes:
 creating and coordinating a schedule with currently
participating schools and presenters
 communicating all necessary information between teachers
and presenters
 sending out information to perspective schools and providing
follow up
 coordinating any trainings or meetings for those involved
Presenting. Includes:
 MCing the 4 sessions. You will be the consistent face of the
program. So you will kick off the presentation and introduce
the other presenter for the day and then serve as a helper for
that presenter. You will also have to present at least two nonmedical classes, and possibly all four(which we will train on),
dependent on nurse availability.
Creating. Includes:
 You will work with the Director and other designated staff to
tweak, rewrite and update the curriculum and slideshow. You
will also need to make sure everything is packed correctly for

each class.

Qualifications


a Christ-follower and sign our Statement of Faith and Code of
Conduct



be 100% pro-life



believe strongly in delaying sex till marriage and it’s benefits



believe strongly in the power of the Gospel and the ability to ‘start
over’ if one has already made the decision to become sexually active
before marriage



be organized



be engaging with students



be respectful of those who disagree



desire to see this program grow



willing to continue to be educated on this topic and keep their thumb
on the pulse of what is going on in the world of students



must be able to work with programs such as Power Point or Google
slides. A plus would be to have an eye for designs that would appeal
to students, but not necessary.



have the time



will need to be able to work both from home and at the center



have reliable transportation

Time Commitment
Hours vary per month but range anywhere from 10 – 25, depending on
how many schools we are in that month. You can plan on 3-4 hour of
prep in addition to travel and teaching time for each session. This is a
somewhat flexible position. You will coordinate times with the
teachers and then have flexibility to schedule your prep. We tend to
have things schedule heavy in the Fall and then again in Spring.
Summer is when we do revisions, training and gear up for the next
school year.

